Effect of audibility on better-ear glimpsing as a function of frequency in normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners.
Better-ear glimpsing (BEG) is an auditory phenomenon that helps understanding speech in noise by utilizing interaural level differences (ILDs). The benefit provided by BEG is limited in hearing-impaired (HI) listeners by reduced audibility at high frequencies. Rana and Buchholz [(2016). J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 140(2), 1192-1205] have shown that artificially enhancing ILDs at low and mid frequencies can help HI listeners understanding speech in noise, but the achieved benefit is smaller than in normal-hearing (NH) listeners. To understand how far this difference is explained by differences in audibility, audibility was carefully controlled here in ten NH and ten HI listeners and speech reception thresholds (SRTs) in noise were measured in a spatially separated and co-located condition as a function of frequency and sensation level. Maskers were realized by noise-vocoded speech and signals were spatialized using artificially generated broadband ILDs. The spatial benefit provided by BEG and SRTs improved consistently with increasing sensation level, but was limited in the HI listeners by loudness discomfort. Further, the HI listeners performed similar to NH listeners when differences in audibility were compensated. The results help to understand the hearing aid gain that is required to maximize the spatial benefit provided by ILDs as a function of frequency.